
Delivering BIM Level 2
A collaborative workflow for the entire project team



Clients, want more from BIM

• Visibility and easy access to models, get insights, but have limited Access to BIM

• Need to make the BIM process accountable, reduce RFI’s and change orders, but have 
limited transparency

• Need for better BIM for FM and streamline the transition to building operations,  but 
model data falls short of expectations and handover is fragmented

• A “Digital Building Manual” and a single source of truth for building data, but models 
delivered are not usable



Where do we start?

• A clear definition of what information is expected. 

• Develop an AIR, through a collaborative process and establish a standard for all your 
projects.

• AIR (Asset Information Requirement) as a machine readable doc.
– Rows represent the assets that matter
– Columns represent the information that matter for each asset
– Cells represent the stage at which the information must be delivered
– Define parties responsible to deliver the information

• Make the AIR part of the contract. All parties know the expectation.



Define, Monitor, Measure, Manage



A Team Space is a 
sandbox that is 
administered by a 
member of the 
respective project team

Model deliverables at 
each stage is published 
into the respective team 
space for “Work in 
progress” 

A platform for the entire project team



Revit Integration and Data Sync

Publish models directly from Revit

Full control over model elements 

published by managing visibility 

settings in Revit

Easily add data, find and fix issues 

directly in BIM Assure and Synch back 

(or) fix or in Revit



IFC Support

Check data from a wide range of 
tools throughout design and 
construction

Federate & Publish IFC files and 
find missing or incorrect 
information

Detailed issue reports from BIM 
Assure help modelers find and 
fix issues



Data Viewing and Editing

Create new workflows for 
model data management

Decouple data management 
from modeling

Often non-modelers are the 
right people to manage the 
data



Slice & Dice the model 

to focus on a collection 

of elements and data 

that matter.

Send a link to your 

supplier for them to 

easily feed data into 

the model

Socialize data aggregation on models



Reliable Data:

BIM Assure rules help 

verify deliverables at 

each milestone.

The project team 

publishes their models into BIM 

Assure and easily check and fix 

any missing or 

incorrect data at each project 

milestone.



Powerful reports: Easily 

export space and asset 

data to Excel for 

analysis, to  share with 

other departments, and 

to import into other 

systems.



A Digital Twin for operations



BIM Assure gives Clients more reasons to use BIM

“We have adopted BIM Assure at IPUT, as our platform of choice to get 

visibility to BIM deliverables and help us get data we need from design and 

construction teams to efficiently operate and maintain our buildings,” says 

Tom Costello, Head of Construction at IPUT, Chairman, National Pediatric 

Hospital Development Board. 

“In addition to new construction projects, we expect BIM Assure to help us 

progressively digitize our estate of buildings to create a uniform standard of 

care across all our properties, new and existing.”



BIM Assure gives Clients confidence in their program

The GDA are delighted to partner with Invicara and use 
their platform BIM Assure to receive BIM information 
from our supply chain and validate/verify this information 
for completeness. 

This partnership with BIM Assure is to help advance BIM, 
particularly in Ireland 

… Robert Moore, GDA.



AEC firms are enabled to deliver data with ease

Extract from published case study … “In fact, the workflow has 
become so efficient that Carl and Monty have taken what had 
previously been a week’s worth of work to gather and check data for 
a milestone down to half a day or less.”



Questions?


